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Mike Stubbs Contributor

FACEIT has announced the first ever officially licensed Apex Legends

esports tournament, which will have a massive $50,000 total prize pool and

feature some of the biggest organisations in the world.

The FACEIT Pro Series: Apex Legends competition will be a series of $5,000

tournaments that will run over eight weeks. The remaining $10,000 of the

prize pool will go to the highest scoring team across the entire event.

 CREDIT: FACEITThe Apex Legends esports scene is �nally �nding its feet.
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The first event in the FACEIT Pro Series: Apex Legends kicks off at 2pm

PST/5pm EST on May 31. After a brief break to allow for the ECS Season 7

CS:GO finals, the Apex Legends action will return on June 14, and continue

on weekly until the final week on July 26. Each week’s tournament will last

for four hours, with players having to secure more points in their matches

than the other teams competing.

FACEIT will of course be broadcasting the event, with CS:GO casters James

Bardolph and Daniel ‘DDK’ Kapadia talking you through the action, along

with other broadcast talent that is yet to be confirmed. All the players

competing will also be streaming on their own personal Twitch accounts, so

if your favorite player is taking part you will be able to watch their

perspective at all times.

Every week one of the teams in the competition will be playing live from the

FACEIT studios in Los Angeles, with the others competing on the FACEIT

online platform. The teams that have been invited to the competition are

Cloud9, 100 Thieves, TSM, Team Liquid, CLG, Gen.G, Misfits, Immortals,

NRG, Complexity, Dignitas, Fnatic, G2 and T1.

“This is the first event where these titans of the esports industry can really

show what their Apex Legends rosters are made of and we’re thrilled to play

a part in establishing the competitive ecosystem for one of the most exciting

titles in the world right now,” said Michele Attisani, Co-Founder & CBO of

FACEIT. “We’ve created a dynamic setup which will split the broadcast

between the teams streaming online and the team and broadcast talent in

our studio in Santa Monica for a seamless viewer experience for fans.”

While this is the first official Apex Legends competitive series it isn’t the first

time that tournament organiser FACEIT has been involved with the game.

Previously it organised the T1 x FACEIT Apex Legends Invitational, which

saw top streamers and players compete in what was one of the first Apex

Legends competitive events ever.
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Follow me on Twitter or LinkedIn. Check out some of my other work here. 

Mike Stubbs Follow

I am an experienced journalist in the esports and in�uencer space, and always on the

lookout for interesting stories. I have previously been a �nalist for Reporter of…
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